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Capital Letters and Full Stops
Part A
A sentence starts with a capital letter and ends with a full stop. 

1. Read each sentence and add the capital letter and full stop.

the hen was red 

the duck was noisy

the cat was sleepy

the dog was lazy

they were all friends 

2. Can you write these words in the right order to make a 
sentence with a capital letter and a full stop?

     the     grains    ground     on     some      were
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Can you correct this piece of writing? 

the dog lived on a farm he was black and white his job was to help the farmer 

with the sheep he liked to rest in the sun the dog was friends with a sleepy cat 

Challenge Task
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Capital Letters and Full Stops Answers
Part A
1. Read each sentence and add the capital letters and full stops.

The hen was red.

The duck was noisy.

The cat was sleepy.

The dog was lazy.

They were all friends.

2. Can you write these words in the right order to make a sentence with a 
capital letter and a full stop?

Some grains were on the ground.

Part B
Write your own sentence to go with each picture.

Accept any sentences that make sense, start with a capital letter and end with 
a full stop.

Challenge!
Can you correct this piece of writing? 

The dog lived on a farm. He was black and white. His job was to help the 
farmer with the sheep. He liked to rest in the sun. The dog was friends with a 
sleepy cat.


